Effects of a Custom-Made Pillow on Sleep and Blood Pressure Circadian Rhythm
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Abstract

Background: Sleep problems and the blood pressure (BP) circadian rhythm are closely related. A short duration of sleep is linked to a higher 24-h BP and nighttime BP in the younger generation. We studied the effect of a custom-made pillow on sleep and BP in young healthy adults.

Methods: This study included 17 young adults (12 males and five females; mean age, 22.2 ± 3.2 years). We evaluated satisfaction using each pillow, sleep indices, and 24-h BP when using conventional and custom-made pillows. Satisfaction using the pillow was evaluated using a visual analog scale (VAS). All of the measurements were made after one-month use of each of the two pillows. All of the subjects were an accelerometry-based activity monitor and the actigraph data were assessed by the Sleep Sign Act software. We calculated sleep efficiency (total sleep time/time in bed×100). We evaluated nocturnal BP fall ([daytime BP - nighttime BP]/daytime BP×100) using 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring.

Results: The VAS score when using the custom-made pillow was significantly greater than that when using the conventional pillow. Sleep efficiency increased after one-month use of the custom-made pillow in 11 subjects whose sleep efficiency was <90% when using a conventional pillow. The nocturnal BP fall was significantly correlated with sleep efficiency.

Conclusion: Appropriate pillow use for one month could have a good effect on the BP circadian rhythm.
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Introduction

Our contemporary 24-hour (h) society influences circadian rhythms and impairs the quality of life, resulting in tiredness, emotional instability, poor judgment, etc. These adverse effects are important factors related to sleep and psychiatric disorders. Moreover, short sleep duration and bad sleep quality are closely associated with lifestyle-related diseases. Various products for obtaining good-quality sleep have been developed with the increasing recognition of the importance of getting comfortable sleep [1, 2].

Sleep problems and the blood pressure (BP) circadian rhythm are closely related. A short duration of sleep is linked to a higher 24-h BP and nighttime BP in the younger generation [3]. Increased nighttime activity has been found to influence the daytime BP rhythm, causing a smaller reduction in nighttime BP [4]. Moreover, disturbance of the BP circadian rhythm is a risk factor for cardiovascular diseases such as cerebral infarction and hemorrhage [5]. Poor sleep quality, defined as Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI) ≥ 6, was significantly associated with resistance to treatment in hypertensive women, independent of cardiovascular and psychiatric confounders [6].

The purpose of study was to investigate the effects of one-month use of a custom-made pillow on sleep and BP in young adults.

Methods

Study subjects

This study included 17 young adults (12 males and five females; mean age, 22.2 ± 3.2 years). None of the subjects had a history or symptoms of cardiac, vascular, pulmonary, metabolic, or neurological disease, and none had taken medication before or during the study. We evaluated satisfaction using each pillow, sleep indices, and 24-h BP when using conventional and custom-made pillows. All of the measurements were made after one-month use of each of the two pillows. The order of pillow use was randomly allocated. The Chubu University ethics committee approved all of the procedures associated with the study. We obtained written informed consent from each participant after the nature of the procedures had been fully explained.

Pillow fitting

The custom-made pillow was 43×63 cm in size and consisted of graining cotton, small- and large-sized beads, and a cotton pillowcase (TANAKA FUTON SERVICE CO., LTD, Ichinomiya, Japan). The pillow was fitted to each subject by three measurements of the head, neck and shoulder. Based on the differences in the shoulder-to-head length and the shoulder-to-neck length, 14 pockets inside the pillow were filled with cotton and beads and arranged to fit the subject’s sleep position and to make the subject feel comfortable.

Self-evaluation of satisfaction with pillow

Satisfaction using the pillow was evaluated using a Visual Analog Scale (VAS). VAS data were recorded in millimeters with a range from 0 to 100. The subjects were asked to mark the line between the two extremes reflecting their degree of satisfaction using the pillow.
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(ranging from "very bad" to "very good"). VAS is the most commonly used measure of pain in clinical settings [7].

**Sleep evaluation**

All of the subjects wore an accelerometry-based activity monitor (LifeCoret GS/Me, Suzuken Co., Nagoya, Japan) on their wrist for one week. The actigraphs were assessed using the algorithm supplied by the SleepSign Act software (Kissei Comtec, Matsumoto, Japan) [8]. We evaluated sleep efficiency (total sleep time/time in bed × 100). All of the subjects maintained one-week sleep logs, which were used to collect information regarding daily timing (i.e., bedtime and wake-up time) of sleep, and the time the actigraph was taken off.

**Blood pressure evaluation**

We measured 24-h ambulatory BP using a FB-270 oscillometric monitor (Fukuda Denshi, Tokyo, Japan). BP was continuously measured every 30 minutes over a 24-h period. Artificial readings were identified by trained technologists and omitted from analyses. A nocturnal BP fall was calculated as (daytime BP - nighttime BP)/daytime BP × 100. The subjects with nocturnal BP fall of <10% in systolic BP were classified as nondippers, and subjects with nocturnal BP fall of >10% in systolic BP were classified as dippers [9].

**Statistical analysis**

All data are expressed as mean ± SD. We used paired t test to compare satisfaction of pillow, sleep efficiency, night systolic BP (SBP), night diastolic BP (DBP), and BP fall between use of the conventional pillow and use of the custom-made pillow. The change in nocturnal BP fall (⊿nocturnal BP fall), change in sleep efficiency (⊿sleep efficiency) and change in VAS (⊿VAS) were calculated as values after one-month use of custom-made pillow – values after one-month use of conventional pillow. The correlations among ⊿nocturnal BP fall, ⊿sleep efficiency and ⊿VAS were analyzed by Pearson’s correlation analysis. All analyses were performed using the SPSS Software 20.0 package (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). P-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The VAS score when using the custom-made pillow was significantly greater than that when using the conventional pillow (73 ± 22 vs. 53 ± 24, P < 0.05).

Sleep efficiency <90% was observed in 13 subjects (76.4%) when using the conventional pillow. Sleep efficiency increased after one month of using the custom-made pillow in 11 subjects (84.6%, 11/13) whose sleep efficiency was <90% when using the conventional pillow.

Seven subjects (41.1%) were nondippers on 24-h BP monitoring when the subject used a conventional pillow. After using a custom-made pillow for one month, the nocturnal BP fall improved and the subject became a dipper. A black circle indicates heart rate, the upper line is systolic BP, and the lower line is diastolic BP. BP: Blood Pressure; HR: Heart Rate; BPM: Beats Per Minute.

**Discussion**

In the present study, 84.6% of the subjects with sleep efficiency <90% exhibited an increase in sleep efficiency upon using the custom-made pillow. On 24-h BP monitoring, 71.4% of the subjects who were nondippers improved to dipper status after using the custom-made pillow. The change in nocturnal BP fall was significantly correlated with the change in sleep efficiency. These results suggest that the use of an appropriate pillow can improve BP circadian rhythm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conventional pillow</th>
<th>Custom-made pillow</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24-h SBP, mmHg</td>
<td>111 ± 8</td>
<td>111 ± 7</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-h DBP, mmHg</td>
<td>70 ± 5</td>
<td>69 ± 6</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime SBP, mmHg</td>
<td>115 ± 9</td>
<td>117 ± 7</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime DBP, mmHg</td>
<td>74 ± 6</td>
<td>73 ± 6</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime SBP, mmHg</td>
<td>101 ± 6</td>
<td>100 ± 7</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime DBP, mmHg</td>
<td>59 ± 5</td>
<td>58 ± 7</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocturnal BP fall, mmHg</td>
<td>11 ± 5</td>
<td>14 ± 4</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of 24-h blood pressure monitoring between conventional and custom-made pillows, SBP: Systolic Blood Pressure; DBP: Diastolic Blood Pressure; NS: Not Significant.

**Figure 1:** Results of 24-h blood pressure monitoring in a representative subject. This subject was a nondipper on 24-h blood pressure (BP) monitoring when the subject used a conventional pillow. After using a custom-made pillow for one month, the nocturnal BP fall improved and the subject became a dipper. A black circle indicates heart rate, the upper line is systolic BP, and the lower line is diastolic BP. BP: Blood Pressure; HR: Heart Rate; BPM: Beats Per Minute.

**Figure 2:** The relationships among changes in nocturnal blood pressure fall, sleep efficiency and visual analogue scale. ⊿nocturnal BP fall, ⊿sleep efficiency and ⊿VAS were calculated as values after one-month use of custom-made pillow – values after one-month use of conventional pillow. BP: Blood Pressure; VAS: Visual Analogue Scale.
The degree of satisfaction using the custom-made pillow was significantly greater than that using the conventional pillow, and 84.6% of subjects with sleep efficiency <90% exhibited an increase in sleep efficiency upon using the custom-made pillow. Many people appear to make poor pillow choices because low pillow comfort and waking due to cervico-thoracic symptoms have been reported [1]. A pillow fitted to the cervical-spine shape of the subject relieved headache and waking due to cervico–thoracic symptoms and improved subjective sleep quality [2]. These studies support our data that subjective satisfaction significantly increased when the subjects used the custom-made pillow.

Although 41.1% of the subjects were nondippers on 24-h BP monitoring when using the conventional pillow, 71.4% of these subjects improved to dipper status when using the custom-made pillow. The subjects who reached a better circadian BP rhythm showed increased sleep efficiency. The nocturnal BP fall was significantly correlated with sleep efficiency in the present study. Day-to-day BP change is associated with sleep efficiency [10]. A short duration of sleep is also related to increases in systolic BP and diastolic BP and decrease in the sleep/wake BP ratio [3]. These findings indicate that a custom-made pillow may increase sleep efficiency, resulting in normalization of the BP circadian rhythm.

Eleven of 13 subjects with sleep efficiency <90% when using the conventional pillow exhibited an increase in sleep efficiency upon using the custom-made pillow. Previous studies evaluated only the subjective sleep satisfaction, and did not fully perform objective sleep evaluation [1,2]. Subjective evaluation is a convenient and less stressful tool in a large-scale study. However, its reliability is inferior to that of an objective evaluation. In addition to a physical examination, an assessment of pillow fit could be important in individuals with sleep problems.

Conclusion

In the present study, one-month use of a custom-made pillow improved sleep efficiency and the 24-h BP circadian rhythm in more than half of the subjects with abnormal values when using a conventional pillow, suggesting the potential benefit of using a custom-made pillow on the 24-h BP circadian rhythm.
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